The Scattering
by Kimberly McCreight
Struggling to learn more about her ability to read the emotions of
others after a lifetime spent ignoring her own feelings, Wylie returns
home to assist Jasper, who is overwhelmed with guilt about what
has happened to Cassie.

Unearthl
Unearthly
y Things
by Michelle Gagnon
Orphaned surfer-girl Janie Mason must move into the Rochester
mansion with guardians she had never met, and where the night is
filled with screams from the attic.

The Takedown
by Corrie Wang
Hated for her popularity and academic successes, Kyla Cheng is
targeted by a cyberbully who posts a faked video of her engaged in a
sex act with a teacher, a vicious attack that propels Kyla into the
world of hackers and haters in her effort to take the video down.
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Antisocial

Dreamfall

by Jillian Blake

by Amy Plum

A high-action whodunit set in the age of social media finds
Alexandria Prep senior Anna struggling with loneliness after being
dumped by her boyfriend, a situation that is complicated by a
mysterious culprit's efforts to hack messages and leak embarrassing
photos of the school's popular kids.

When an experiment to cure teen insomnia goes awry, a group of
patients become trapped in a dangerous dreamscape created from
their nightmares.

Black Flowers, Whi
White
te Lies

The Leaf Reader

by Yvonne Ventresca

by Emily Arsenault

Ella Benton tries to adjust to life within a stepfamily, but after her
stepbrother tells her about the circumstances of her late father's
death, she develops a sense that her late father is warning her of
pending danger

Outsider Marnie begins reading tea leaves for fun, but when
basketball star Matt asks for a reading related to his friend who
disappeared, Marnie's readings begin to seem real--and potentially
dangerous.

Camp So-and-So
by Mary McCoy
"Twenty five girls are invited to attend the mysterious Camp So-andSo over the summer where they work with their cabin mates to
compete in the All-Camp Sports 7 Follies".

Liberty : The Spy Who Kind of Liked Me
by Andrea Portes
Devastated when the government appears to write off her journalist
parents after they are kidnapped by terrorists, Paige is contacted by
an undercover operative who offers help in exchange for her
assistance investigating the findings of an infamous whistleblower
whom Paige admires.

The Da V
Vinci
inci Code : The Y
Young
oung Adul
Adultt
Adaptation

Missing

by Dan Brown

by Kelley Armstrong

Adapted for a new generation of readers and published to coincide
with the release of the film, Inferno, a young adult edition of Brown's
mega best-seller follows the experiences of a Harvard religious
symbology professor who, in the wake of a Louvre curator's murder,
uncovers a conspiracy with ties to an ancient-world secret.

After a chance encounter with an injured boy, Winter Crane questions
if all the teenagers who left her town did so voluntarily.

